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BELT AND ROAD INITIATIVE AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CHALLENGES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China
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China Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) connects China globally through an overland ‘Silk Road
Economic Belt’ and an ocean ‘21st Century Maritime Silk Road’. As of March 2022, the BRI
involves 147 countries with investments in the first half of 2022 at $28.4 billion.1 However, a
profound apprehension on far-reaching environmental consequences have been aired by
environmental experts as several BRI projects are known to pass through ecologically sensitive
areas and in countries with weak environmental laws and governance.2
Promoting green development as part of the BRI is an essential requirement for Chinese policy
makers. In response to environmental degradation in China, a national strategy, ‘Ecological
Civilization’ (EC), was proposed at the 17th National Congress of the Communist Party of China
(CPC) in 2007. Later, in 2018, it was embedded in the country’s constitution and became part of
the national development strategy.3
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In the context of environmental protection and loss of biodiversity and ecosystem, several
policies have been outlined in the recent past, encouraging Chinese investors to integrate green
development throughout the overseas investment process.4 “Green Development Guidelines for
Overseas Investment and Cooperation” issued on 15 July 2021, jointly by Ministry of Commerce
and Ministry of Ecology and Environment, stresses strengthening environmental protection in
the host country, including environmental impact assessment (EIA). It calls for following the rules
and regulations of the host country, supporting investments in clean energy, and restoration of
affected eco-systems.5
The “Guidelines for Ecological Environmental Protection of Foreign Investment Cooperation and
Construction Projects” issued on 6 January 2022 by Ministry of Ecology and Environment,
incorporates environmental management in the energy, transport and mining sectors.6 For
implementing hydropower projects, for instance, it encourages avoiding nature reserves and
important biological habitants.
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On 28 March 2022, “Opinion on Jointly Promoting Green Development of the Belt and Road”
was issued by the National Development Reform Commission and the Ministers of Foreign
Affairs, Ecology and Environment and Commerce.7 Promoting low-carbon development of coal
power and other projects and setting timelines for green BRI are important aspects under this
‘opinion’. It affirms that China will stop building new coal-fired power projects abroad and that
existing coal projects under construction will be proceeded with ‘prudently’. It sets 2025 as the
timeline to expect significant improvement of capacity for environmental risk prevention in
overseas projects. The China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBIRC) on 1
June 2022, called for ‘green finance’, including mitigating environmental, social and governance
(ESG) risks, to foster low-carbon, sustainable development:8
Critics have labeled some of these guidelines as ‘soft law’ and non-binding which cannot be
enforced by courts.9 The potential contribution of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, especially
from coal projects in BRI countries, has been a major concern as several Chinese state-owned
banks have invested heavily in such projects.10 In 2016, China was involved in 240 coal
projects in BRI countries.11 But there are signs of retreat in Chinese-supported development of
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coal plants in the past five years.12 In September 2021, President Xi Jinping at the UN
Assembly pledged that China “will not build new coal-fired power projects abroad.”13
In 2021, China's largest bank, the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) announced it
was abandoning a plan to finance $3 billion of the 2,800 MW Sengwa coal project in northern
Zimbabwe. In 2022, the Export-Import Bank of China (CHEXIM) announced the cancellation of
coal investment in Bangladesh.14 Moreover, BRI underlined that in the first half of 2022, no coal
projects have received finance or investment, with the majority of energy investment going to
gas (56 per cent), followed by solar and wind (18 per cent) and oil (18 per cent).15
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Meanwhile, the announcement of green finance guidelines by CBRIC signals that the existence
of potentially significant financial risk from BRI environmental impact is being acknowledged.
The Myitsone dam in Myanmar, for instance, was shelved, following stiff resistance from local
communities. In 2019, ICBC also pulled out from the $1.2 billion, 1050 MW coal fired plant in
Lamu, Kenya following environmental activists filing a lawsuit after which courts ordered the
halting of work.
An important aspect concerns guidelines on implementation of EIA, which lack the essential
details on public participation, which is an important tool in EIA. Ideally, before any large-scale
infrastructure and extractive industries projects are undertaken, it needs to conduct ‘Free, Prior
and Informed Consent’ (FPIC) which is recognized in International Labour Organization
Convention No. 169 and the United Nations Declarations of the Rights of Indigenous People,
2007.
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Several scientific studies have underscored the environmental risk from BRI projects, especially
BRI linear projects i.e. roads, railway and pipeline infrastructures, which are likely to be the
greatest threats to already fragile ecosystems and key biodiversity areas (KBAs). One research
finding on the impact of KBAs from the proposed road and rail routes, was that since mining is
clustered near the proposed route, “construction and development along the route may increase
size and number of mines.” Also, it pointed out that up to 15 per cent KBA are within 1 km of
proposed railways, and may pose a significant risk to biodiversity because the majority of KBAs
are unprotected.16 Further in the quantification of current risks of biological invasion in 123 BRI
countries, another study identified 14 global ‘hotspots’ facing a high risk of invasion by terrestrial
vertebrate species – which includes 98 amphibians, 177 reptiles, 391 birds and 150 mammals,
threatening their ecosystems.17
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To alleviate environmental problems, while several Chinese institutes are involved, one study
flags the growing deficit in terms of conservation research capacity, underlining that “China lacks
a pipeline for training and development of conservation scientists locally and abroad.”18
One of the most commonly accepted definitions of ‘sustainable development’ featured in the
Brundtland report states that “sustainable development is development that meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”19
Continual reckless development, however, is threatening both current and future generations. As
laid out in the recent United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) report, the enormity of the
triple environmental emergencies – the climate crisis, biodiversity loss and pollution – cannot be
solved in isolation.20 As emphasized by eminent economist, Sir Partha Dasgupta, failure to take
into account the rapid depletion of ‘natural capital’ places the world at ‘extreme risk’.21 Poor
planning as part of BRI projects could pose detrimental impacts to the ecosystem and regional
biodiversity. Policymakers in China and the host countries need to consider the potential
environmental risks associated with BRI while implementing the projects.
Views expressed are of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Manohar
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Parrrikar IDSA or of the Government of India.
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INDIA TO HOST QUAD SENIOR OFFICIALS MEETING
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar and Defence Minister Rajnath Singh will also travel to
Tokyo later in the week for an India-Japan “2+2” ministerial meeting. In addition, Commerce
Minister Piyush Goyal will travel to the U.S. for bilateral trade talks from September 5-10, as well
as to attend the third Indo-Pacific Economic Forum ministerial meeting (IPEF) in Los Angeles,
which is being held in person for the first time since its launch by U.S. President Joseph Biden in
May. The meetings will take place amidst a particularly busy diplomatic calendar, as Bangladesh
Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina also begins her state visit to India on Monday.
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“I think this is a reflection of the close coordination and collaboration that we have with our
partners, you know, the Quad partners, but also bilateral partners,” said MEA spokesperson
Arindam Bagchi, when asked about the flurry of meetings, during a weekly media briefing on
Thursday, but declined to confirm the dates.
“Japan is one of those few countries with whom we do a 2+2. And the U.S. is obviously the other
one, which is the first one we started and I think we would look forward to 2+2 inter-sessional
with the U.S. here,” he added, referring to India’s “2+2” ministerial mechanisms that it shares
with only the Quad partners, and with Russia.
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The U.S. Embassy spokesperson confirmed that Mr. Lu, who oversees U.S. ties with India and
the neighbourhood, will be in Delhi for the inter-sessional meeting next week.
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The officials will take stock of progress on Quad initiatives, including the six “leader-level”
working groups — on COVID-19 Response and Global Health Security, Climate, Critical and
Emerging Technologies, Cyber, Space, and Infrastructure. In particular, the Quad Vaccine
Initiative that was due to manufacture a billion vaccines at India’s Biological-E plant in
Hyderabad with U.S. funding and Japanese and Australian logistics, appears to be running far
behind its deadline of end-2022. This will be discussed, said sources.
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Significantly, the intensified engagement with India’s Quad partners will come a week ahead of
India’s engagement with the Russia-China led SCO as well. Mr. Modi is expected to travel to
Samarkand for the SCO summit during September 15-16, where he is expected to come face to
face with Russian President Vladimir Putin, Chinese President Xi Jinping, Pakistan PM Shehbaz
Sharif, Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi and leaders of Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and
Kazakhstan. The visit will be watched most closely in the West, and amongst India’s Quad
partners for the engagement with Mr. Putin, as the war in Ukraine has completed more than six
months.
In India, any contact with Mr. Jinping will be significant, as it would mark the first Modi-Xi
engagement since the PLA’s transgressions at the LAC began in April 2020.
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238 HOUSES TO BE BUILT FOR SRI LANKAN TAMILS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka
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Tamil Nadu Minister for Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare M.R.K. Panneerselvam on Friday laid
the foundation for the construction of 238 permanent houses for Sri Lankan Tamils at the
Rehabilitation camps in Kurunjipadi and Kattumannarkovil in the district. Of these, 166 houses
will come up in Renganathapuram panchayat in Kurunjipadi and 72 in Udaiyarkudi panchayat in
Kattumannarkovil.
Mr. Panneerselvam said Chief Minister M.K. Stalin had ordered renovation of the dwelling units
and provision of basic amenities in the camps.
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The State government had allotted funds for improving the quality of life of the Sri Lankan
Tamils.
Mr. Stalin had also announced various schemes for providing higher education and skill
development training to them, giving revolving funds for self-help groups and increasing their
monthly assistance, he added.
District Collector K. Balasubramaniam was present.
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KICKS OFF CONCERNS IN SRI LANKA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
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Mixed feelings:Though they recognise the need for foreign capital, farmers feel in this case it will
only do them harm.AP
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Citing media reports of a Chinese firm investing in a sea cucumber farm in Pungudutivu, off
Jaffna Peninsula in northern Sri Lanka, local fishermen have raised concern over its potential
impact on their livelihoods, marine ecosystem, and land.
“We recognise the need for investment in our war-affected region, but the sea cucumber farms
are mainly for exports. They will only bring more harm than benefit for those of us living here,”
said Annalingam Annarasa, president of the Jaffna Fisheries Federation. The commercial
ventures, they fear, could adversely affect the local marine ecology on which their livelihoods
rely.
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Small-scale artisanal fishermen like him see the government’s recent push on aquaculture as
the latest blow to their livelihoods, already precarious due to the relentless bottom-trawling by
Indian fishermen in their seas for years, and the drastic, nearly four-fold increase in kerosene
price last month.
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In 2021, Sri Lanka exported about 336 tonnes of sea cucumber to China, Singapore, and Hong
Kong, according to local media reports. Desperate to find dollars to stabilise its battered
economy, the Sri Lankan government appears to have identified potential for both foreign
investment and exports in breeding and selling the sausage-shaped marine animal considered a
delicacy in China and Southeast Asia. Locals do not consume sea cucumbers.
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In June this year, the Cabinet approved a proposal for a large-scale commercial sea cucumber
project spanning 5,000 acres in Jaffna, Mannar, Kilinochchi and Batticaloa districts in the north
and east, after Sri Lanka earned “a significant amount” of foreign exchange by exporting sea
cucumbers. The proposal came from Fisheries Minister Douglas Devananda, who represents
Jaffna district in Parliament. The National Aquaculture Development Authority functioning under
his Ministry is leading the initiative.
“We need both investment and technology in the north to cultivate sea cucumbers. I have been
asking India for five to six years but have not had any response. We must explore other options,
right? We are only talking to a Chinese firm, no project has been finalised yet,” Mr. Devananda
told The Hindu , adding he will “never allow” any threat to India’s security concerns.
Pungudutivu, where the farm is being proposed, is near Nainativu, which is one of the three
islands where Sri Lanka had cleared a Chinese renewable energy project last year. However,
with India objecting to it, citing the project’s proximity to its southern coast, Sri Lanka cancelled
the venture, instead agreeing to accommodate an Indian project at the three sites.
Jobs or conflict?
The sea cucumber projects will “certainly bring jobs locally,” the Minister further said, ensuring
the project will not affect local fishermen.
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When contacted, the Chinese Embassy said it had no information yet on a Chinese firm
investing in a sea cucumber farm in the small island off Jaffna Peninsula.
“It could be a private company negotiating on a commercial basis,” a spokesman said.
However, pointing to an existing joint venture between a Chinese firm and Sri Lanka, in the
coastal village of Ariyalai in Jaffna, the Chinese official said “it has created about 1,000 jobs for
nearby villages. Last year, it provided 5 lakh sea cucumber seedlings to local farmers for free
and $1 million was brought in.”
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Another Chinese project in the neighbouring Kilinochchi district faced stiff opposition last year
from local fishermen who objected to the farm fencing off some land adjoining the sea,
restricting access to even local fishermen.
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“We agitated since they were not consulting us, and we noticed that while the firm was promoted
a hatchery, they were actually fishing the sea cucumbers from our waters. That sort of large
catch on a regular basis can really damage our marine resources,” said K. Baheerathan of the
Koutharimunai Fishermen’s Association.
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THE NPT IS BEGINNING TO LOOK SHAKY
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important
organizations

‘Developments in space and cyber domains are blurring the line between conventional and
nuclear weapons, leading to nuclear entanglement and rendering command and control systems
vulnerable’ | Photo Credit: Getty Images/iStockphoto
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The Tenth Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NPT) concluded last week in New York. Marking 52 years of a treaty that every
speaker described as the ‘cornerstone of the global nuclear order’ — it was originally planned for
its 50th year for 2020, but the conference was delayed due to COVID-19 — it should have been
a celebratory occasion, yet, the mood was sombre. And after four weeks of debate and
discussion, the delegates failed to agree on a final document.
To manage the disappointment, some staunch believers claimed that the success should not be
defined in terms of a consensus outcome! It is true that since 1970, when the NPT entered into
force, only four of the 10 review conferences (in 1980, 1990, 2000 and 2010) have concluded
with a consensus document, the review years were: 1975, 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005,
2010, 2015, 2022. Ironically, even the critical 1995 Review Conference that decided to extend
the NPT into perpetuity, broke down weeks later over the review process.
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However, there was one key difference in 2022. In the past, the divergences were over Iran,
Israel, West Asia or between the nuclear haves and nuclear have-nots. The three depositary
states (the United States, the United Kingdom and the U.S.S.R./Russia) were always on the
same page. The difference in 2022 was that it pitched Russia against the West; it was the
inability to find language to address the nuclear safety crisis at the Zaporizhzhia nuclear power
plant in Ukraine, under Russian occupation since March, that ultimately led to the failure.
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The NPT was negotiated during the 1960s to reconcile three competing objectives — controlling
the further spread of nuclear weapons beyond the P-5 countries (the U.S., the U.S.S.R., the
U.K, France and China) that had already tested; committing to negotiating reductions of nuclear
arsenals leading to their elimination; and sharing benefits of peaceful applications of nuclear
science and technology. The first was strongly supported by the nuclear-haves; the latter two
were demands made by the nuclear have-nots.
Over the years, the non-proliferation objective has been achieved in large measure. Despite
apprehensions that by the 1980s, there would be close to 25 nuclear powers, in the last 50
years, only four more countries have gone on to test and develop nuclear arsenals — India,
Israel, North Korea and Pakistan (South Africa developed nuclear weapons but the apartheid
regime destroyed them and joined NPT in 1991 before relinquishing power to majority rule).
After the end of the Cold War and the break-up of the U.S.S.R. in 1991, non-proliferation
remained a shared priority for the major powers and the International Atomic Energy Agency, set
up originally to promote international co-operation became better known as the non-proliferation
watchdog.
Progress on the other two aspects took a back seat; no meaningful discussions or negotiations
on nuclear disarmament have ever taken place in the NPT framework. In fact, in the early
1980s, there was a growth in nuclear arsenals. Arms control talks between the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R./Russia did take place and the two countries did succeed in bringing down their
collective arsenals from a high of nearly 65,000 in the early 1980s to less than 12,000 warheads.
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But this process too has ground to a halt.
The first signal was the U.S. withdrawal from the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty in
2002 on the grounds that it unduly constrained its missile defence activities. Limits imposed by
the ABM Treaty had been a critical element in creating mutual vulnerability as a means of
underwriting deterrence stability. It was a unipolar world with the U.S. as the dominant power.
Russia gradually responded by embarking on its nuclear modernisation.
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In 2019, the U.S. notified Russia of its decision to quit the 1987 Intermediate Range Nuclear
Forces (INF) Treaty that had obliged both countries to get rid of all ground-launched missiles
with a range of 500-5,500 km. The U.S. blamed Russia for cheating on its obligations and
pointed out that China’s missile developments created new security threats that needed to be
addressed. The U.S. was now facing two strategic rivals.
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The only surviving arms control treaty between Russia and the U.S. is the New START Treaty
that imposes a ceiling on operational strategic nuclear weapons of 700 launchers and 1,550
warheads each. It expires in 2026 and there are no signs of any follow-on discussions.
Attempts by the Donald Trump administration to invite China to join in the arms control process
were rejected. Given growing tensions in the Taiwan Strait, any prospects for such talks have
only receded.
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All that the five nuclear-weapon-states party to the NPT could manage at the conference was a
reiteration of the 1985 Reagan-Gorbachev declaration that ‘a nuclear war cannot be won and
must never be fought’. The statement remains valid but clearly sounded hollow in the face of
growing strategic rivalry between China, Russia and the U.S., rising nuclear rhetoric, and
modernisation plans for nuclear arsenals being pursued.
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While the Joe Biden administration’s Nuclear Posture Review is awaited, the U.S.’s 30-year
nuclear modernisation programme, intended to provide ‘credible deterrence against regional
aggression’ is already underway. This has been used to justify developing and deploying more
usable low-yield nuclear weapons.
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Russia (and China too) is developing hypersonic delivery systems that evade missile defences
as well as larger missiles that do not need to travel over the Arctic. Also on the cards are nuclear
torpedoes and new cruise missiles. Last year, satellite imagery over China revealed that at least
three new missile storage sites are being developed. Analysts suggest that China may be on
track to expand its arsenal from current levels of approximately 350 warheads to over 1,000 by
2030. Such a dramatic expansion raises questions about whether this marks a shift in the
Chinese nuclear doctrine that has relied on a credible minimum deterrent and a no-first-use
policy for the last six decades.
Developments in space and cyber domains are blurring the line between conventional and
nuclear weapons, leading to nuclear entanglement and rendering command and control systems
vulnerable. This, in turn, compresses decision-making time and creates incentives for early use,
raising nuclear risk.
At the conference, France, the U.K. and the U.S. wanted to draw a distinction between
“irresponsible” nuclear threats of an offensive nature and “responsible” nuclear threats for
defensive purposes but Russia (and China) stymied western efforts. When the nuclear havenots suggested a universal condemnation of all threats of nuclear use, all five nuclear-haves
joined together to resist such moves. This reflects an emerging divide.
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Frustrated by the absence of progress on nuclear disarmament, the nuclear have-nots
successfully negotiated a Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (TPNW, also called Ban
Treaty) in 2017 that entered into force in January 2021. All 86 signatories are nuclear have-nots
and parties to the NPT. The TPNW creates a new legal instrument and at their meeting in June
in Vienna, the TPNW states committed to pushing for ‘stigmatising and de-legitimising’ nuclear
weapons, condemning all nuclear threats and ‘building a robust global peremptory norm against
them’. Expectedly, the nuclear-haves and their allies ignored the Vienna meeting but will find it
increasingly difficult to overlook this political reality as more and more NPT colleagues call their
bluff.
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The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) was concluded in 1996 but has yet to formally
enter into force because two major powers, the U.S. and China, have yet to ratify it. While it is
true that they do observe a moratorium on nuclear testing, modernisation plans could soon run
up against the CTBT.
Nobody wants a breakdown of the NPT but sustaining it requires facing up to today’s political
realities. The rivalries in a multipolar nuclear world create new challenges, different from what
the world faced in a bipolar era of the 1960s when the NPT was concluded. Without addressing
the new challenges, the NPT will weaken and with it, the taboo against nuclear weapons that
has held since 1945.
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Rakesh Sood is a former diplomat who served as Special Envoy of the Prime Minister for
Disarmament and Non-proliferation. He is presently Distinguished Fellow at the Observer
Research Foundation
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‘SRI LANKA WON’T ACCEPT EXTERNAL PROCESSES
ON WAR ACCOUNTABILITY’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka
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Ahead of the UN Human Rights Chief’s latest report on Sri Lanka, and a likely resolution at the
coming session of the Human Rights Council in Geneva, the Sri Lankan government reiterated
that it would not accept any external mechanism on war-time accountability.
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Addressing a media conference in Colombo on Monday, Minister of Foreign Affairs Ali Sabry
said Sri Lanka “needs all partners” for its economic recovery, days after the government
formalised an IMF staff-level agreement for a provisional $ 2.9 billion programme.
However, rejecting any external mechanism — as the former Rajapaksa administration too did
— for accountability and justice in regard to alleged war crimes, Mr. Sabry vowed to strengthen
domestic processes “within Sri Lanka’s constitutional framework.” “We are not interested in
confrontation, we want to work towards consensus with all partners,” he said, adding the
government would set up a new “truth-seeking” mechanism and a secretariat to coordinate with
Sri Lankan diaspora. “But external mechanism, we are not agreeable… because our
Constitution does not allow that,” the Minister said, without elaborating on the constitutional
provisions that prohibit it.
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Tamils call for justice
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For over 13 years since Sri Lanka’s civil war ended, concerns over grave human rights violations
have lingered among Tamils. Last month, hundreds of Tamil mothers marched on the streets of
the northern Kilinochchi district, marking 2,000 days of their agitation, seeking truth and justice
for their loved ones who disappeared during and after the civil war.
Further, in recent years, rights advocates within Sri Lanka as well as UN experts have drawn
attention to targeted attacks on the island nation’s Muslim community, arrests under antiterrorism laws to “stifle” dissent, persisting militarisation, and a shrinking space for human rights
and democratic freedoms.
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As part of its efforts to address long-pending concerns, the government is likely to pass an
amendment Bill to trim the President’s executive powers soon, the Minister said, even as critics
accuse the ruling administration of pushing a “watered down” version of an old law. “Sri Lanka
must use this crisis as an opportunity to reset the country… economically, socially and
constitutionally,” he said.
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‘New models of cooperative governance are required to realise the promise of humanity’s
shared commons’ | Photo Credit: AFP
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“You see, Sasha, this is how it goes,” a tired Mikhail Gorbachev said to his closest aide when he
lay down to rest after transferring power to his successor, Boris Yeltsin, in 1991. Gorbachev,
who passed away last week, has been hailed for his role in ending the ideological conflict
between communism and capitalism, and also bringing down the Iron Curtain and ending the
Cold War between the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the Soviet Union.
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Sadly, Gorbachev lived to see history return with a vengeance. NATO is expanding eastwards;
Russia is threatened: Ukraine is its battleground. On the economic front, Russia has not
recovered from the shock it got from Boris Yeltsin’s “big bang” capitalisation imposed by U.S.
economists. Perversely, an unintended effect of the big bang is the return of authoritarianism
under Vladimir Putin. Gorbachev had favoured a slow transition to a “mixed economy” like the
Indian model and had approached Rajiv Gandhi for advice. I was a member of a small team of
Indian business leaders which had travelled to Moscow and Riga in 1989 to explain the “Indian
model” to economists at the Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union. However, the
“Washington economics” model prevailed. Led by a triumphant United States, and economists in
U.S. think tanks, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, the wave of opening
domestic economies to international flows of trade and finance swamped Russia; it also reached
India’s shores in 1991.
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Overall life expectancy is a good measure of the well-being of a nation’s citizens. When all
citizens are well-nourished, when public health systems function well, and when violence in
society is low, an average person lives longer. International comparisons reveal that GDP per
capita is an insufficient contributor to longevity. Many countries with substantially lower incomes
outperform the U.S. in life expectancy. Cuba is one place above the U.S. in longevity tables
even though its income per capita is just 14% of U.S. incomes.
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Between the big bang capitalist reforms of the Russian economy in 1991 and 1994, life
expectancy fell from 64 to 57 years. Ten million Russian men (6.7% of the Russian population)
‘disappeared’. Their deaths were caused by suicides, alcohol poisoning, homicides, and heart
attacks brought upon by despair with joblessness and hopelessness, created by wholesale
privatisation of the economy and disruption of social safety nets. “Catastrophes of this
magnitude typically occur only during pandemics and wars,” says George DeMartino, author of
The Tragic Science: How Economists Cause Harm (Even As They Aspire To Do Good). Yet,
losses of this magnitude had not occurred even in the U.S. Civil War (2.1% of the U.S.’s
population), or the flu pandemic of 1918-1920 (2.8% of world population). The Russian deaths
were caused by the imposition of an economic ideology that claimed that everyone will be better
off with the aid of some mysterious hand when the state is pushed back, the economy is
deregulated, and capitalist spirits are let loose.
The 20th century was a violent period in human history: with two gory world wars, many wars for
independence from colonialism, and a long Cold War which brought the world to the edge of a
nuclear holocaust. Gorbachev helped to bring the world back from the nuclear precipice. The
20th century also witnessed ideological battles among economists: communism, socialism, and
capitalism; the role of the state vis-à-vis private enterprise; the rights of nations to resist the
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“Washington model” and shape their own economic models to fit their needs. While Russia was
tragically overrun by global capitalism, China took its own course with remarkable results.

m

The capitalist model that spread around the world after the fall of the Berlin Wall is founded on
two fundamental ideas. One is the ideology of “property rights” trumping human rights. In
capitalism, whoever owns something has the right to determine how it will be used; and
whosoever owns more shares in a property must have a greater say. Thus, one dollar owned
gives one vote in governance, and a million dollars, one million votes. Whereas the democratic
principle of “human rights” requires that every human being, black or white, or whether billionaire
or pauper, has an equal vote in governance.
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The shift in balance from democracy to capitalism in the last 30 years is made vivid by the
creation of international tribunals who adjudicate disputes between foreign investors in countries
and the governments of those countries. Governments of countries represent the interests of
millions, even billions, of people in their countries. On the other side in the dispute are a few
investors of capital. Global trade rules, and national financial and trade regulations too, have
veered too much towards the needs of financial investors, making it easier for them to enter and
exit countries whenever they will, while stopping human migrants from searching for better
opportunities across national borders.
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Ideologies of elected governments and free markets were the joint victors of the ideological war
between the West and the Soviet Union. The two victors are now clashing with each other even
in the West. When appliances designed to run on AC power are plugged into sockets providing
DC power, there will be blow-outs. Similarly, when institutions of governance designed to run on
fundamentally different principles are plugged into each other, something will blow up.
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Another core idea of capitalism is Hardin’s “Tragedy of the Commons”. It says that communities
cannot manage shared resources; therefore, common property must be privatised for its
protection. With the operation of the mechanism of ‘cumulative causation’, wealthy people
become more wealthy. When a public resource is privatised, those who already have wealth can
buy it; and in bidding wars, those with more wealth will win and become even wealthier. Thus,
when capitalism is unleashed, inequalities will increase, as they have in Russia and around the
world since the 1990s.
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Uncontrollable climate change is an existential “tragedy of the commons” for all life on Earth.
Twentieth century capitalism does not have solutions: in fact, it is the problem. The time has
come to reform economics. Principles of equity and ethics, and fair sharing of power and
resources, must constrain unbridled drives for efficiency and productivity to increase the size of
the economy that have become the thrusts of economic policies globally.
New models of cooperative governance are required to realise the promise of humanity’s shared
commons. With his concepts of perestroika and glasnost, Gorbachev wanted to save common
citizens from being oppressed by powerful people. His successors, ill-advised by economists,
handed over the Russian economy to unbridled capitalism. Oppression by the state was
replaced by exploitation by capitalists. Ten million Russian men died prematurely. And Russians
lost pride in their identity and history. More men are now losing their lives on the battlefront in
Ukraine in Putin’s bid to protect Russia and recover Russian pride.
“This is how it goes,” Gorbachev observed when he resigned. India’s policymakers should heed
history’s lessons. Concepts of free trade, financial freedom, and privatisation, promoted by
macroeconomists, are not good solutions for India’s billion citizens struggling for resilience in
their lives. India’s policymakers seem obsessed with increasing the size of the economy. The
shape of an economy matters more than its size for human well-being. India’s economic
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governance must be guided by Mahatma Gandhi’s calculus, with principles of human rights and
community management, to realise the promise of our commons, and provide “poorna swaraj” to
all citizens.
Arun Maira is Chairman, HelpAge International, and former Member, Planning Commission
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ISRO, AUSTRALIAN SPACE AGENCY TO BOOST
BILATERAL COLLABORATIONS IN SPACE TECH
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Australia

Australian Space Agency head Enrico Palermo with his delegation members and space
entrepreneurs at Bengaluru Space Expo in Bengaluru, on September 5, 2022.
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Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and Australian Space Agency (ASA), an entity that
is responsible for the development of the country’s commercial space sector, have decided to
intensify their interactions with a view to developing and growing space technology markets for
both India and Australia.
As a precursor to this, the space entities on Monday facilitated signage of half a dozen MoUs
between Australian and Indian startups focused on space tech at Bengaluru Space Expo (BSX)
in Bengaluru.
Australia’s Space Machines Company has entered into a collaboration with Bengaluru-based
aerospace and defence manufacturer Ananth Technologies on product integration, testing,
technology development, and joint-space missions.
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Australian startup HEX20 would work with Hyderabad-based Skyroot Aerospace to provide
launch services, spacecraft avionics, and components to Australian Space Initiatives. Perthbased QL Space also partnered with Skyroot Aerospace to develop launch facilities in Australia
and support joint mineral exploration missions in space.
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QL Space has partnered with Chennai-based GalaxEye to develop a hybrid optic and radar
payload to reduce the adverse environmental impact of critical mineral exploration in Australia.
The Australian firm would also work with Bengaluru-based SatSure to build a satellite and AIbased solutions to support the agriculture, mining, and defence industries and apply this
technology to the outer space environment.
Also, Australia’s SABRN Health, Altdata, and India’s DCube would work together on the
development and integration of hardware, sensor technology, and software to provide health
support to astronauts.
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“It’s great to see so many commercial links developing in the domain of high technology among
the space entities of both the countries,” said ISRO Chairman, also Secretary Department of
Space (DOS), S. Somanath, while speaking at the inaugural session of the expo.
He said India (ISRO) appreciated the time, energy, and attention Australia has given to growing
the space relationship with India and recognised Australian strengths in downstream
applications.
Led by Enrico Palermo, head of the ASA, Australia is participating in the expo with a 40-member
delegation comprising representatives of federal and state governments, officials from large
enterprises, startups, and academicians.
“Our (India’s and Australia’s) commercial space sectors are at similar levels of development,
making us perfect partners, said Mr. Palermo adding, “We also recognise the significance of
India’s national space programme and are glad to be supporting the inspirational Gaganyaan
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human space flight mission.”
Mr. Palermo said the new India International Space Investment initiative would further cement
the collaboration between the countries. ”This will unlock valuable opportunities for the two
countries to partner in the space sector,’‘ he added.
The establishment of a Consulate-General in Bengaluru from 2023 would allow Australia to
further develop the space relationship, Mr. Palermo stated.
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Commenting on the start-up scenario, Mr. Somanath said the country already has over 100
startups that were exploring diverse opportunities in the space technology sector.
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“The new environment appeared extremely promising for the country considering the importance
and potential of encouraging the production of satellites while boosting the participation of global
customers,” he added.
According to the ISRO chief, new opportunities are opening up for handling space debris,
making space cleaner besides fuelling satellites in orbit. In addition to that, the whole business
of satellites, related to servicing and building infrastructure on the ground, offered more
avenues.
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Some 1,000 delegates from 15 countries are participating in the three-day biennial space expo
that began on Monday. Over 100 companies are showcasing their expertise and products at the
expo. Conferences are organised by the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) under the theme
‘Nurturing New Space in India’, in association with ISRO, Indian National Space Promotion and
Authorisation Centre (IN-SPACE), and NewSpace India Limited.
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QUAD DISCUSSES CHINA MOVES, COVID VACCINE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Senior officials in Foreign Ministres of Quad group.
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Shared concerns over China’s moves in both the Indian Ocean Region and Pacific Island
countries, as well as the situation in Sri Lanka, came up during the Senior Officials Meeting
(SOM) of Quad countries, that ended on Tuesday in Delhi, diplomatic sources told The Hindu .
The meeting, which reviewed projects agreed to by leaders of Australia, India, Japan and the
U.S. during the Quad Summit in Tokyo this year, and set the course for a Ministerial-level
meeting of the four countries, due to be held in India next year, also held discussions on Quad
proposals like the vaccine initiative that has run into trouble over the past year, as well as
cooperation on emerging technologies, infrastructure funding for Indo-Pacific countries. and
projects to counter climate change in vulnerable regions.
Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) spokesperson Arindam Bagchi said in a tweet that the officials
discussed: “regional & global developments, reaffirming their vision for a free, open & inclusive
Indo-Pacific”.
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Meanwhile, both S. Jaishankar and Australian Foreign Minister Penny Wong addressed the
Delhi-based Australia-India Leadership Dialogue, an annual conference run by the Australia
India Institute (AII), via video messages on Tuesday.
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“The Quad has emerged as a key platform for ensuring progress, prosperity, stability and
security. We are also engaged in advancing the realisation of the Indo-Pacific Economic
Framework. Along with Japan, we are working on promoting supply chain resilience,” Mr.
Jaishankar said.
The Minister said that it was in the “realm of politics and strategy” that the India-Australia
transformation in ties has been the “sharpest” in recent years. “Much of the growing
convergence has been driven by concerns about the region’s stability, prosperity and security,”
he added in a veiled reference to tensions with China and concerns over Beijing’s growing
influence in the island nations near India and Australia.
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According to officials, the Quad SOM, the first meeting of the grouping since the Taiwan crisis,
spoke about the need to share information on possible security concerns in Indo-Pacific
maritime sphere, and “maintaining the rule-based global order”. However, officials said that it
was “erroneous” to portray the discussions as seeking to “counter or contain” China.
The sources said that problems for the Quad vaccine initiative, that had been announced in
March 2021, were also discussed briefly. As The Hindu had reported in May 2022, the original
plan to manufacture one billion doses of COVID-19 vaccines, including the Johnson & Johnson
vaccine by the end of 2023, has run aground over India’s refusal to give an indemnity waiver for
the American-developed vaccines, as well as shrinking demand for the vaccines as the IndoPacific countries have completed their COVID-19 inoculation schedules. An official present at
the meeting said that the Quad SOM had discussed a repurposing of the initiative for
cooperation in future pandemic situations. “The important point is to build joint capacity to deal
with future challenges — in that sense are efforts have not been useless,” the official told The
Hindu , on condition of anonymity.
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‘PROLONGED ROHINGYA STAY IMPACTS
BANGLADESH’S STABILITY’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Bangladesh

Sheikh HasinaMANUEL ELÃAS

m

Bangladesh’s Prime Minister said on Monday that the prolonged stay of more than 1 million
Rohingya refugees in crowded camps in the country has become a serious security and stability
concern.
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“Apart from their own miseries, their prolonged presence is causing a serious impact on the
economy, environment, security and sociopolitical stability of Bangladesh,” Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina said at the opening of a three-day meeting of military officials from 24 countries in
the Indo-Pacific region.
The U.S. is the co-host of the gathering, called the Indo-Pacific Armies Management Seminar,
along with the Bangladesh Army.
While the militaries of the participating countries are discussing disaster management,
transnational crime, security issues and women’s empowerment, Bangladesh is using the
platform to highlight the issue of Rohingya refugees who have fled from violence in Myanmar.
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Participants in the meeting, including the U.S., Canada, Australia, Japan, Indonesia, India,
China and Vietnam, will visit the Rohingya refugee camps to see their plight, said Gen. S.M.
Shafiuddin Ahmed, Bangladesh Army chief.
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In total, Bangladesh is hosting more than 1 million Rohingya refugees.
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THREE TO TANGLE: ON U.S. REFITTING PAKISTAN F16S
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan
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India is understandably upset with the U.S.’s decision to refurbish the F-16 fighter fleet of
Pakistan. The fleet has been the backbone of the Pakistan Air Force since the early 1980s,
upgraded, and replenished periodically. As the partnership between the two countries grew over
the years, including and particularly in the defence sector, India continuously raised its concerns
on this account with U.S. interlocutors. Successive U.S. administrations have maintained that
the defence partnership with Pakistan, which is a major non-NATO ally, is a critical component
of its global war on terror — a point contested by India. In 2016, the U.S. Congress stalled the
Obama administration’s move to give more F-16 fighters to Pakistan. New Delhi’s
apprehensions came true in February 2019, a day after the Balakot air strike by the Indian Air
Force, when Pakistan deployed its F-16s to target Indian military bases close to the Line of
Control. The Indian Army recovered debris of the Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile
fired by the F-16s. On September 7, the U.S. Defense Security Cooperation Agency notified a
possible Foreign Military Sales worth $450 million for engine, electronic warfare and other
hardware and software upgrades and spares for Pakistan’s F-16s. Though it said that the
proposed sale does not include any new capabilities, weapons, or munitions, the move clearly
marks a thaw in the U.S.’s attitude towards Pakistan.
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The External Affairs Ministry has chosen to maintain its silence on the issue, unlike its public
expression of summoning the U.S. Ambassador in 2016. The U.S. move strains its relationship
with India which has been making great strides, though it is not without obstacles. New Delhi
and Washington have been skilfully managing their differences over Afghanistan, the crisis in
Ukraine, and the lingering threat of U.S. sanctions under its Countering America’s Adversaries
Through Sanctions Act. Washington’s new warmth with Islamabad also comes amid a flurry of
India-U.S. diplomatic and military engagements. India and the U.S. have committed to
deepening defence and security cooperation, but the indulgence of Pakistan dampens that spirit.
The Trump administration had tried to hold Pakistan accountable for duplicity in its approach
towards terrorist groups operating from its territory, which amounts to running with the hare and
hunting with the hounds. To stay in Afghanistan, the U.S. needed Pakistan; now to stay away
from Afghanistan it needs Pakistan even more. While the U.S. may have its reasons to keep
Pakistan humoured and incentivised, India’s concerns are immediate and real. Terrorism against
India has been Pakistan’s state policy for decades. Far from seeking accountability, the U.S. is
rewarding Pakistan, and more on the same lines may in the offing. India and the U.S. need to
work to ensure that the spectacular gains made in bilateral ties are preserved and nourished.
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The 22nd edition of the Shanghai Cooperation Summit is set to begin today (September 15).
The two-day Summit will be held in the historical city of Samarkand in Uzbekistan. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, along with Chinese President Xi Jinping, Russia's President Vladimir
Putin, and Pakistan Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif will be attending the crucial geopolitical event
on Thursday. This would be the first in-person Summit of the Council of Heads of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization Member States (SCO-CoHS), after the last one held in June 2019 in
Bishkek. During the pandemic, the SCO Summit was held virtually, hosted by Russia (20202)
and Tajikistan (2021).
While the presence of Jinping and Putin at the SCO Summit has attracted enough buzz in the
media, the attendance of Prime Minister Modi becomes equally relevant in the backdrop of India
assuming the rotational annual presidency of the SCO at the end of the Samarkand Summit in
Uzbekistan.
India has resolutely called for the deepening of cooperation on regional security-related
concerns, defence, countering terrorism, illicit drug trade, etc.
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The SCO provides India with an opportunity to initiate multilateral and regional initiatives on
counter-terrorism and deal with the illicit drug trade, which is now being used by its neighbours
to inflict social wounds and target India's youth.
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India, from the time of its full membership, made sincere efforts to encourage peace, prosperity,
and stability of the whole Eurasian region in general and SCO member countries in particular.
SCO can also be a vocal platform for New Delhi to push the agenda of regional and crossregional connectivity that could force Pakistan to moderate its views and approach to linking
Central Asia and South Asia.
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India can also push for the Chabahar port project and International North-South Transport
Corridor (INSTC) during the Summit. India, Iran, and Uzbekistan also established a trilateral
working group in 2020 to seek greater convergence on Chabahar port and other connectivity
projects. Uzbekistan views the Chabahar port as an opportunity to diversify its export markets in
oil and gas to control the ambitions of China.
India can also leverage its time-tested bilateral relations with Russia, Iran, and the Central Asian
Republics (CARs) to enhance its role within the forum.
China used India-Pakistan hostility for its hegemonic pursuits. It also used the much-hyped Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI) to expand its commercial footprints in Central Asia, strategically
located at the crossroads of Asia and Europe. The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
increased the geo-strategic, geo-economic, and security concerns of India.
CPEC cuts through Pakistan-occupied Kashmir and violates India's sovereignty, forcing India to
distance itself from the BRI. New Delhi can leverage the relationship with Russia, Iran, and
CARs to challenge and checkmate the China-Pakistan axis.
Further, the changing regional and global security and economic context in the wake of the
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Russia-Ukraine conflict has necessitated closer regional cooperation in the areas like
connectivity and energy. The International North-South Transport Corridor (INSTC) could be a
game-changer for SCO member-states as it will connect them with India and the Indian Ocean
and diversify their trade partners and routes. The role of Iran will be critical in this regard.

Download the Mint app and read premium stories
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The Shanghai Five, formed in 1996, became the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) in
2001 with the inclusion of Uzbekistan. With India and Pakistan entering the grouping in 2017
and the decision to admit Tehran as a full member in 2021, SCO became one of the largest
multilateral organisations, accounting for nearly 30% of the global GDP and 40% of the world's
population.
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ONE PROBLEM LESS ON BORDER: JAISHANKAR
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Sharing concerns:External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar with his French counterpart, Catherine
Colonna, in New Delhi.PTI-
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India on Wednesday “recognised” that the latest disengagement at Patrolling Point (PP) 15 in
the Gogra-Hot Springs area of eastern Ladakh amounted to “one problem less” along the IndiaChina frontier.
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The comment from External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar came a day before Prime Minister
Narendra Modi is scheduled to travel to Samarkand in Uzbekistan for the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) summit, which is expected to witness participation of all the heads of
governments of the member countries of the SCO, including President Xi Jinping of China.
Speaking at a joint press meeting with visiting French Foreign Minister Catherine Colonna, Mr.
Jaishankar said, “You have heard me speak many times about the border. I don’t think I would
say anything new there today, except I would recognise that we had disengagement at PP-15
and that disengagement as I understand was completed and that is one problem less on the
border.”
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The Hindu had reported earlier that the withdrawal of troops from PP-15 had been verified after
India and China announced that their Armies had begun to disengage from PP-15 at Gogra-Hot
Springs, which is being considered as a positive step towards ending the tension that erupted in
May 2020 in Ladakh.The Ministry of External Affairs, however, had pointed at the remaining
issues at the Line of Action Control (LAC).
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By referring to the problems on the India-China border, Mr. Jaishankar has indirectly drawn
attention to the friction points at Demchok and Depsang that remain. That apart, the overall
situation at the border remains far from a complete resolution as Beijing continues to maintain
that it would not accept India’s demand for status quo ante at the LAC.
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The issue of the military tension between India and China came up during the interaction with
the media when both the French and the Indian Ministers referred to the Ukraine crisis and the
tension over China’s military drills in close proximity to Taiwan.
Mr. Jaishankar referred to France as a “player” in the Indo-Pacific which had a long history of
being active in the Indo-Pacific region and the Indian Ocean.
India-France ties
Ms. Colonna indicated that Paris had been following the India-China tension in the Himalayas,
saying, “When the core principles of the international rules-based order are flouted anywhere,
they are weakened everywhere, including in the Indo-Pacific, where respect for international law
has been undermined for some time now. India knows this better than anyone else.” “We are
very concerned about the development in Ukraine but not forgetting what is happening in the
Indo-Pacific....What applies to Europe and the Indo-Pacific applies everywhere: France and
India reject a world where ‘might makes right’.
This is the significance of our cooperation at the United Nations Security Council [UNSC], where
France will continue to push for a permanent seat for India.” The reference to Indo-French
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cooperation at the UNSC is significant as France has supported India’s campaign against
Pakistan-based terror outfits at the UNSC, which has been blocked by China repeatedly.
Ms. Colonna said that the war in Ukraine had to end and that the war was especially difficult as it
was started by a permanent member of the UNSC which had undermined the “fundamentals” of
the international affairs.
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SCO FIGHTS ‘ANTI-WEST DICTATORS CLUB’ TAG
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) is not a military bloc nor is it aimed at any one
country or group, said officials here, underlining that this week’s SCO Summit will bring together
15 regional “strongmen”, including Russian President Vladimir Putin, Chinese President Xi
Jinping, Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, to Samarkand on Thursday.
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This will be the first such summit with Mr. Putin since the Russian invasion in Ukraine, which has
sparked sanctions by the U.S. and the EU and their partners, and the first time that Mr. Xi is
stepping out for a multilateral conference since the COVID-19 pandemic.
Both Russia and China came in for severe criticism on different issues at the G-7 Summit in
June, and the optics of the SCO this year will be that of a counter to the western coalition: as all
countries particularly targeted by the West — Russia, Iran, China, Belarus and Turkey — find a
common cause. In an opinion piece, the U.K.’s Sunday Times even dubbed the meet an “antiWest ‘dictators’ club’”.
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Asked if India, as the next Chair of the SCO, which will host the summit in 2023, was worried by
the label, India’s Ambassador to Uzbekistan Manish Prabhat said the perception was
unfounded. “India is very clear that the SCO is not an organisation which is against any other
bloc of countries or any other country. The SCO is a venture for constructive cooperation and
peace and stability in the world. There could be concerns of different countries on various kinds
of issues, but the forum is there to talk about these issues,” he told presspersons ahead of the
summit.
Clearly aware of the optics, Uzbekistan President Shavkat Mirziyoyev wrote in an editorial article
this week that the SCO’s non-bloc status was important.
Referring to the summit declaration that is being worked on, he said the “Samarkand Spirit”
would launch a “new format” in a world where the present international system has begun to
“falter”.
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The stipulation of “non-interference” in internal affairs will, no doubt, strike a chord with the
leaders of the SCO who are accused of human rights violations and domestic anti-democratic
moves in the West.
In particular, both Mr. Putin and Mr. Xi are likely to use the presence of the record number of 15
leaders coming to the conference as evidence that they have not been “isolated” on the world
stage, despite the West slamming their actions in Ukraine and the Taiwan Strait, respectively.
India will look closely at the Samarkand declaration for language on terrorism and the listing of
terror groups such as the LeT and the JeM that target India, as well as the mention of
connectivity initiatives involving the Chabahar port which Mr. Modi is expected to push during his
address.
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HUNGARY NO LONGER A FULL DEMOCRACY: EU
RESOLUTION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Europe, European Union (EU) and India

Hungary is no longer a “full democracy” and the EU needs to do everything to bring it back into
line with European values, the European Parliament said on Thursday.
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MEPs voted 433 in favour, 123 against, to now describe Hungary — ruled by populist Prime
Minister Viktor Orban, who maintains close ties to Russian President Vladimir Putin — “a hybrid
regime of electoral autocracy” in “serious breach” of EU democratic norms.
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The vote was largely symbolic and does not change the course of the Union’s decision making,
which requires unanimity of all 27 member states — including Hungary — to adopt major issues,
such as sanctions on Russia.
With their vote, the EU lawmakers roundly adopted a parliamentary resolution that said Hungary
has been backsliding on democratic and fundamental rights since 2018 through the “deliberate
and systematic efforts of the Hungarian government”.
The report said lack of action by EU institutions had exacerbated the degradation.
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‘SCO MEMBERS SHOULD GIVE FULL TRANSIT RIGHTS’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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In his speech, Mr. Sharif, who focused on Afghanistan and the flood situation in Pakistan for
most part, responded to Mr. Modi’s remarks, calling for a more “structured” SCO approach to
connectivity in the region, adding that “if there is connectivity, transit rights will automatically
come”.
India has developed Iran’s Chabahar port as an alternative to Pakistan for the land route to
Central Asia and Russia.
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At present, delays by Pakistan have meant that even India’s plan to send 50,000 tonnes of
wheat to Afghanistan by the land route has not been completed over several months, as
permissions for the last tranche of 10,000 tonnes to be transported have not been granted.
Briefing the media, Foreign Secretary Vinay Kwatra said Mr. Modi also raised the issue of
terrorism during the “restricted” meeting between the SCO leaders, and that all the SCO
countries had agreed to prepare a consolidated list of terrorist entities and individuals in their
respective countries.
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The SCO summit declaration ended with an expansion of the group of eight countries — four
Central Asian states, China, Russia, India and Pakistan — by inducting Iran as a full member, as
President Ebrahim Raisi signed an MoU acceding membership. Among other membership
hopefuls are Belarus, indicating that the grouping in future would have alargernumber of
countries facing Western sanctions. The group also adopted more than 40 documents, including
an agreement on cooperation and good neighbourliness and a joint statement on climate
change.
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Mr. Modi said that among the other problems the world was facing was ensuring “food security”,
an issue that Mr. Mirziyoyev referred to in his opening remarks, pointing out that the SCO
countries made up a majority of the world’s grain exporting nations. “SCO member countries
contribute about 30% of global GDP, and 40% of the world’s population also lives in SCO
countries,” Mr. Modi said, adding that one possible solution to this problem was to promote the
“cultivation and consumption of millets”.
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SRI LANKA SET TO REVIVE AND UPGRADE FTA WITH
INDIA: RANIL
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

Ranil WickremesingheERANGA JAYAWARDENA
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Sri Lanka will revive its Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with India and upgrade it to a “a
comprehensive economic and technological partnership”, President Ranil Wickremesinghe has
said, signalling Colombo’s willingness to revisit a stalled pact.
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Addressing the Sri Lanka India Society on Thursday, Mr. Wickremesinghe said his government
would take steps for better trade integration with India.
“We will revive and upgrade the Free Trade Agreement into a comprehensive economic and
technological partnership. We started that in 2018 and 2019,” he said, referring to the
Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA) that was later known as the
Economic and Technical Cooperation Agreement (ETCA). Both versions of the proposed deal
sparked stiff resistance within Sri Lanka, as critics feared it would impact Sri Lankans’ job
prospects with more competition from Indians.
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“We look forward to trade integration in many areas with the RCEP [the China-led Regional
Cooperation Economic Partnership], with the EU, but the cornerstone of this is to achieve trade
integration with India,” Mr. Wickremesinghe noted.
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The current Indo-Sri Lanka Free Trade Agreement (ISFTA) came into effect in 2000 and several
rounds of bilateral discussions later, Colombo and New Delhi are yet to reach an agreement on
its upgraded version. Mr. Wickremesinghe, as Prime Minister between 2015 and 2019,
attempted to sign an upgraded trade pact with India, but was unsuccessful.
He reiterated that his government is looking into India’s bilateral development cooperation
projects in Sri Lanka and set up an international trade office for negotiations. The “slow” pace of
the projects has remained a concern for New Delhi.
Focus on energy
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Speaking of areas with potential for bilateral cooperation, Mr. Wickremesinghe referred to the
“long-term energy solution”, the power grid connection between India and Sri Lanka, offshore
wind energy, the solar power plant at Sampur and the renewable energy projects on three
islands of Jaffna Peninsula. “We have a tremendous scope of potential renewable energy, and
India has stepped in first,” he said. Citing the Trincomalee Oil Tank Farm project, being
developed with Indian assistance, as having “big potential”, he said Sri Lanka would further
develop itself as a logistics hub. “Together with India, Adani Group has already taken over part
of the West terminal [at the Colombo Port,” he said, underscoring the scope for private
investment both ways.
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IT IS THE PEOPLE OF PAKISTAN WHO ARE
SUFFERING
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

In Sohbat Pur city, a district in Pakistan’s southwestern Baluchistan province | Photo Credit: AP
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Pakistan is facing a severe crisis that is unprecedented. A third of its territory is under water, the
death toll has crossed 1,400, and over 33 million people are suffering from the disruption caused
by the flood. Two million acres of farmland are under water; 5,735 kilometres of transport links,
and 1.6 million houses have been washed away, while 7,50,000 heads of livestock have been
lost. According to the World Health Organisation, 6.4 million people need support, while 16
million children are in distress with 3.4 million of them needing ‘life-saving’ support, according to
UNICEF. Water-borne diseases are spreading. The crisis, in retrospect, began on June 14,
2022. Sind and Balochistan experienced 784% and 500% more rain, respectively, according to
Sherry Rehman, Minister of Climate Change. The Pakistani government failed to act promptly,
and political leaders have not bothered to call for a ceasefire to their quarrels that prevent the
government and society from giving their undivided attention to the catastrophe.
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On August 26, 2022, Pakistan Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif cut short his visit to Qatar and met
with international organisations and a few governments including those of China, the United
States and the United Kingdom. An amount of $500 million was pledged, with the World Bank
giving $350 million and the United Nations World Food Programme (WFP), $110 million.
Also read | Warming, other factors worsened Pakistan floods, study finds
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The obvious question is about what India has done and should have done. On August 29, 2022
Prime Minister Narendra Modi tweeted: ‘Saddened to see the devastation caused by the floods
in Pakistan. We extend our heartfelt condolences to the families of the victims, the injured and
all those affected by this natural calamity and hope for an early restoration of normalcy.’
The Indian media has reported that the matter of sending aid to Pakistan has been under
discussion and that Pakistan has not asked for help so far. The day Mr. Modi tweeted, Miftah
Ismail, the Finance Minister of Pakistan, told the media that the government was thinking of reopening road traffic with India. Till now, Pakistan has not declared its decision in the matter.
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Pakistan often finds it difficult to formulate a policy on relations with India based on enlightened
self-interest. The closure of road traffic following the change in the status of Jammu and Kashmir
in 2019 was unnecessary posturing by Pakistan. How does it help the consumer in Pakistan to
receive goods from India via Dubai? Was there any reason to hold that by closing the road India
would reverse its decision? The Pakistan military that derives its immense political clout by
inventing military threat from India will obviously oppose accepting aid from India. Even when
there is a civilian government, the military has a major say on relations with India. It should be
self-evident that a humanitarian act per se does not require any justification. Unfortunately, when
it comes to Pakistan, India finds it difficult at times to do what is obviously right.
In private discussions, not many in Delhi are for sending aid to India’s neighbour. The reasons
vary. Some say that in 2010, when India offered help, Pakistan ‘humiliated’ us by insisting on
routing it through the United Nations. Others say that India should wait for Pakistan to make a
request.
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Neither argument stands scrutiny. Why should we bear the baggage of 2010? Pakistan acted in
a ridiculous manner then. Is it not equally ridiculous to let that act of Pakistan prevent us from
doing what is right? When it comes to a humanitarian act, there is no need to wait for someone
to beg. In any case, we should make a distinction between the government and the people of
Pakistan. It is the people who are suffering.
The 17th century French philosopher, Blaise Pascal, conducted an interesting and intriguing
thought experiment when he said: Cleopatra’s nose, had it been shorter, the whole face of the
world would have been changed.
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Imagine a thought experiment: On August 27, 2022 when Ms. Sherry Rehman said that 30
million people had been affected, India announced its readiness to send 5,000 tons of
vegetables, including tomatoes and onions, and medicines by road to Pakistan. Additionally, it
was prepared to send a medical mission for children in distress. More aid could have been sent
by sea to Karachi. India has through diplomatic channels even asked Pakistan to send a team to
discuss the modalities.
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Let us look at two possible scenarios: first, the Pakistan government rejects India’s offer and
finds itself in trouble with the people as the price of tomatoes (Pakistan rupee 500 per kilo), and
onions (Pakistani rupee 400 per kilo) shoots up. Second, Pakistan accepts the offer, and the
WFP, the World Bank, and other donors source relief material from India for obvious reasons to
do with logistics. The Pakistan government has estimated that $30 billion is needed for relief and
rehabilitation. A good part of the material could be sourced from India. In conclusion, India
should act without further delay. The United Nations Secretary General is likely to convene a
conference of donors on assistance to Pakistan. India would find it awkward not to take part and
it would be better for it to announce assistance before this. It is obvious that a humanitarian act
can also be part of smart diplomacy. India as the major regional power in South Asia should act
as one, able and willing to discharge its responsibilities as promptly as humanly possible.
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K.P. Fabian is a former Ambassador, and the author of ‘The Arab Spring that Was and Wasn’t’,
commissioned by the Indian Council of World Affairs
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FM URGES WORLD BANK ARM IFC TO RAISE LENDING
TO INDIA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: World Bank and India

Nirmala SitharamanKAMAL NARANG
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Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has urged the World Bank’s private sector investment arm,
the International Finance Corporation (IFC), to increase lending to India to more than $2 billion
in the next two years and to $3-3.5 billion over the next three-four years.
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Makhtar Diop, Managing Director of IFC, who met Ms. Sitharaman on Monday, said the
corporation would adopt ‘a proactive approach’ to scale up its India investments and would
extend financing to micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) in order to bolster the
country’s ‘effort to become a manufacturing hub’.
Mr. Diop, who briefed Ms. Sitharaman on the IFC’s current lending footprint in India, also
emphasised the potential of ‘looking into sub-national financing for sustainable growth, and
mobilise financing for women entrepreneurs’.
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QUAD SIGNS AGREEMENT FOR DISASTER RELIEF
AND ASSISTANCE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: QUAD and India
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Foreign Ministers of the Quad group of countries – India, the U.S., Australia, and Japan – met
on the fringes of the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) on Friday to sign a Humanitarian
Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) partnership into effect.
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External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar said the world was going through a difficult period –
listing the Ukraine conflict and climate events, and said that it was especially important for the
Quad to further the “constructive agenda” it had set up for itself and work together to deliver
public goods.
“I think our meeting today is evidence that the Quad is strong and getting stronger,” Mr. Blinken
said.
Australia’s Foreign Minister Penny Wong said the Quad was about ensuring the region is “
peaceful, stable, prosperous and in which sovereignty is respected”.
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Japan’s Foreign Minister Yoshimasa Hayashi, said the world was witnessing “direct attempts to
unilaterally change the status quo by force” and that the international order based on the rule of
law was under threat.
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G4 COUNTRIES HIGHLIGHT ‘URGENT NEED’ FOR
REFORM IN UN SECURITY COUNCIL
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies

Strong bonds:External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar with counterparts from Brazil, Germany and
Japan during the G4 meeting on Friday.PTI
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Reform of the United Nations has been a central theme of External Affairs Minister S.
Jaishankar’s visit to the United Nations this week, and on Thursday, he met with his
counterparts from Germany, Brazil and Japan under The Group of Four (G4) banner following
the BRICS meeting. The group is primarily focused on UN Security Council (UNSC) reform, and
permanent membership for G4 members. On Thursday, they reiterated their commitment to
pushing forward reform and expressed dissatisfaction at the lack of progress.
“Reiterated our joint commitment to work towards text based negotiations that leads to
Reformed Multilateralism. Will continue our cooperation towards this goal,” Mr. Jaishankar
tweeted after the meeting. India is currently a non-permanent member of the Council.
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In addition to reiterating their support for each other’s bids to become permanent members of
the UNSC, the G4 also reiterated its support for African countries being represented in a
permanent and non-permanent capacity. The G4 felt that the UN decision making bodies
needed to be urgently reformed as globalissues were increasingly complex and interconnected,
a joint press statement from the group said. The “inability” of the UNSC to “effectively” address
these problems “vividly demonstrate[s] the urgent need” for UNSC reform, the statement said.
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U.S. President Joe Biden emphasized its support for expanding permanent and non-permanent
seats on the Council, during his UNGA address on Wednesday. However, State Department
spokesperson Ned Price had said in 2021 that the U.S. supports expansion of body provided it
“does not alter or expand the veto”.
On Thursday, the G4 ministers expressed concern that the 76th Session of the UN General
Assembly did not make “meaningful progress” in the Inter-Governmental Negotiations (IGN),
which, according to the G4, was constrained by a lack of transparency.
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THE GLOBAL SOUTH’S ASSERTION IN GEOPOLITICS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

‘Stronger countries of the Global South such as India have used their leverage to negotiate with
multiple sides’ | Photo Credit: Getty Images/iStockphoto
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The international system is witnessing geopolitical changes and a push for competitive great
power hegemony. The United States leads with its goal for primacy in the international system.
The U.S.’s national security documents advocate curbing China’s rise, weakening Russia’s
capabilities, securing Europe behind U.S. leadership and building satellite alliances with
countries which conform to U.S. interests and values. But other players have different agendas
and the Global South matters more than before.
China is the ‘near peer’, but in reality is no match to the U.S. militarily. Given its phenomenal
economic reach that widened during globalisation, China began building counter institutions. It
looked for accommodation with the U.S. in its ‘peaceful rise’ project. As the U.S. found this
unacceptable, China turned from partner to competitor to threat.
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Russia, with its vast natural resources and military capability, has shown capacity to assert its
will in global geopolitics. The Russian aggression in Ukraine confirms the view of U.S. strategists
who would like to weaken Russian capabilities. Further, they see Russia especially when in
alliance with China or any other country as dangerous to U.S. geopolitics. Russian aggression
against Ukraine and the terrible war of attrition have been a geopolitical watershed. The U.S. is
using this conjuncture for global primacy. Europe is now firmly behind the U.S.’s strategic plans
and is re-militarising. The developing Sino-Russian strategic partnership ‘without limits’ is the
clearly defined enemy other for the West. So, the only speed breaker is the Global South.
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Countries of the Global South, especially India, China and others, are being blamed for the
failing sanctions against Russia in the context of the Ukraine war. The truth is that the Global
South, with a few exceptions (except seven), wants a quick and negotiated end to this terrible
war; all oppose the sanctions regime and all advocate neutrality. The reasons for neutrality
include: the needs for regime survival especially because many in the South are dependent on
Russian energy, fuel, fertilizers, wheat, commodities and defence equipment. They have
memories of colonialism and recent interventions such as Iraq (2003), Lebanon (1982, 2006),
Libya (2011), Afghanistan (2001-21), Yemen (2010-on) Syria (supporting Jordan), Mali, etc.
Recent experiences such as the refusal by the West to grant a one-time exception for patents
for the COVID-19 vaccine have not helped either. Media images of the way refugees from the
South are treated in contrast to the welcome to Ukrainian refugees have revealed the
unsurprising racism. Many countries of the South believe that they are unlikely to get western
help when they need it the most. In such circumstances Russia is not seen as a threat in the
Global South.
China’s expanding military footprint is problematic for many countries in Asia. China’s ‘grey
zone’ policies — of creeping expansionism, violation of maritime zones in the South China Seas
and elsewhere — have antagonised several countries which include Vietnam, Indonesia, India
and the Philippines. But even then, most of these Southern countries would not like to be a part
of security or military alliances with either the West or the Russian or Chinese sides. For
example, the security pact that China (May 2022) offered to 10 Pacific island nations did not find
favour with them (the Solomon Islands, Kiribati, Samoa, Fiji, Tonga, Vanuatu, and Papua New
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Guinea, the Cook Islands, Niue, and the Federated States of Micronesia). They also did not
agree to China’s ‘Common Development Vision’.
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The U.S. response to this neutrality has been to put massive pressure for sanctions on Russia
and build threat narratives about China. But there has been an unprecedented pushback from
the South that wants to make its own strategic choices. For example, the U.S. Congress recently
passed a bill — “Countering Malign Russian Activities in Africa Act” — that advocates
pressuring, monitoring, and punishing African states and leaders who engage with Russia. In
response, the South African Foreign Minister Naledi Pandor in a press conference — U.S.
Secretary of State Antony J. Blinken was present — said no African country could be bullied and
described this U.S. Bill as “offensive legislation”. Ms. Pandor called for diplomacy and urged:
“African countries that wish to relate to China, let them do so, in whatever the particular form of
relationship of their choice” (August 22, 2022). She also reminded Mr. Blinken of the plight of
Palestine under occupation.
On its part, China is waiving debt owed by 17 African countries (for 23 interest-free loans that
were due in 2021) — as India did in 2003. There has been similar pushback from Latin America
and the West Asian countries. Of course regional powers also work with the U.S. to project their
own power — for example Saudi Arabia vis-à-vis Iran. Smaller states do a balancing act
between regional powers — as Sri Lanka does between India and China.
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Stronger countries of the Global South such as India have used their leverage to negotiate with
multiple sides. India increased oil purchases from Russia, shrugging off western pressure. India
has a military Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA) with the U.S.; at the
same time it has developed the International North South Transport Corridor connecting Russia
and India via central Asia and Iran with three sanctioned states. It participates in military
exercises such as the U.S.-led RIMPAC (the Rim of the Pacific Exercise, and one of the world’s
largest maritime exercises) but also sends a military contingent for the Vostok exercises (one of
exercises Moscow routinely conducts) with Russia and China. So, India, Vietnam, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Turkey and others have developed the capacity to transact with competing and
conflicting sides.
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The South’s choices are extending slowly to geoeconomics. The fear of the U.S. strategy of
freezing dollar reserves has made the South cautious. Further, there is the U.S. Treasury
Secretary Janet Yellen’s recent announcement about U.S. trade policies of ‘re-shoring’ and
‘friend-shoring’ — meaning trade between allies. This is leading the South to gradually find ways
of bypassing the dollar in bilateral trade by using local currencies. Currency swap arrangements
are used by China and Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)+ 3 countries; India with
Russia and 23 other countries. This does not mean the end of dollar dominance, but alternate
paths are opening up for them.
In sum, the Global South has new agency. Multilateral institutions, ranging from BRICS (Brazil,
Russia, India, China and South Africa) and the African Union, to ASEAN, and the Community of
Latin American and Caribbean States, have given it new confidence. Several countries including
India, Brazil, South Africa, Indonesia and Malaysia have become economic powerhouses, albeit
with their own inequalities and domestic problems. In these circumstances, neutrality and
strategic autonomy have become a viable though not a normative option.
The Global South has made a statement on its development, for better terms for trade for which
it needs strategic autonomy. If the Global South were to voice collective concerns on existential
threats from climate change, ecological devastation, inequalities and increasing militarisation,
and work in plural inclusive ways, it could make the world a better place for itself.
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Anuradha M. Chenoy is Adjunct Professor at the Jindal Global University and former Dean,
School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University
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FAR RIGHT EYES FIRST GOVERNMENT SINCE
SECOND WORLD WAR IN ITALY
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Europe, European Union (EU) and India

Making a choice:People looking at lists of candidates at a polling station in Milan on
Sunday.APAlessandro Bremec/LaPresse
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Italians voted on Sunday on whether to usher in the country’s first government led by the farright since the Second World War, bringing eurosceptic populists to the heart of Europe.
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The Brothers of Italy party, headed by one-time Mussolini supporter Giorgia Meloni, has led
opinion polls and looks set to take office in a coalition with the far-right League and Silvio
Berlusconi’s Forza Italia parties.
Ms. Meloni, 45, who campaigned on a motto of “God, country and family”, hopes to become
Italy’s first woman Prime Minister. Turnout was around 19% by 1000 GMT, according to the
Interior Ministry, in line with the last election in 2018.
“I’m playing to win, not just to take part,” Matteo Salvini, head of the far-right League, told
reporters as he went to cast his ballot. “I can’t wait to come back from tomorrow as part of the
government of this extraordinary country,” he added.
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President Sergio Mattarella and Enrico Letta, leader of the centre-left Democratic Party, also
voted early on Sunday.
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Many voters are expected to pick Ms. Meloni, “the novelty, the only leader the Italians have not
yet tried”, Wolfango Piccoli of the Teneo consultancy said.
Brussels and the markets are watching closely, amid concern that Italy — a founding member of
the European Union — may be the latest country to veer hard right, less than two weeks after
the far right outperformed in elections in Sweden.
If she wins, Ms. Meloni will face challenges from rampant inflation to an energy crisis as winter
approaches, linked to the conflict in Ukraine.
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The Italian economy, the third largest in the eurozone, rebounded after the pandemic but is
saddled with a debt worth 150% of the gross domestic product.
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A GROUND PLAN FOR INDIA’S REFORMED
MULTILATERALISM
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies

At the 77th session of the United Nations General Assembly | Photo Credit: AP
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Indian External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar’s visit to the United States (September 18-28) has
set the stage for an expansive range of bilateral and multilateral diplomacy by India. It is a
unique visit as it seeks to achieve a vast list of objectives led by the Indian delegation’s
participation in the High-Level Week at the 77th Session of the United Nations General
Assembly, which opened on September 13.
Perhaps the only precedent to the Minister’s current 11-day whirlwind diplomacy is his 2019 visit
to the General Assembly, followed by a policy outreach comprising seven think-tanks in seven
days in Washington DC. Even so, this year’s diplomatic agendas and international setting
separate it from earlier years in quite a few ways. Coming just after the recently concluded
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) meet in Samarkand, which was attended by the
Prime Minister, India’s varied multilateral engagements showcase a road map for India’s
renewed multilateral diplomacy.
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At the heart of India’s participation in the 77th General Assembly is the call for a ‘reformed
multilateralism’ through which the United Nations Security Council should reform itself into a
more inclusive organisation representing the contemporary realities of today. India’s call for this
structural overhaul of global multilateral institutions incorporates institutional accountability and a
wider representation of the developing countries.
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For a global organisation such as the UN, growing stakes of developing countries in the Security
Council could foster trust and leadership across the world. The theme of the 77th General
Assembly, which seeks “A watershed moment: Transformative Solutions to Interlocking
Challenges”, places India right in the midst as a strong partner of the UN.
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At least three recent global developments reflective of the UN’s functional evaluation have stood
out in India’s quest for a reform of the UN. The COVID-19 pandemic was a weak moment for
UN’s multilateralism. It highlighted the UN’s institutional limitations when countries closed their
borders, supply chains were interrupted and almost every country was in need of vaccines.
Countries of the global South, including India, which stepped up through relief efforts, drug
distribution and vaccine manufacturing, have created space for a more inclusive UN, particularly
through its Security Council (UNSC) reform.
Second, UN-led multilateralism has been unable to provide strong mechanisms to prevent wars.
The shadow of the ongoing Russia-Ukraine war has loomed large over several deadlocks in
UNSC resolutions since the war broke out in February this year. With the West boycotting
Russia, the veto provision of the UNSC is expected to reach an even more redundant level than
in the past. As such, a reformed multilateralism with greater representation could generate
deeper regional stakes to prevent wars.
Finally, China’s rise, belligerence and aggression which has been on display through its actions
in the South China Sea, the Indo-Pacific region, and now increasingly globally, have also
underscored the limitations of the UN-style multilateralism. China’s growing dominance could
lead it to carve its own multilateral matrix circumventing the West, economically and
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strategically. The international isolation of Russia and Iran as well as increasing the United
States’ Taiwan-related steps could usher in these changes more rapidly than expected.
China’s control of multilateral organisations, including the UN, is only increasing — most recently
seen in the unofficial pressure China exerted on the former UN’s human rights chief, Michelle
Bachelet, to stop the release of a report by the UN Human Rights Council on the condition of
Uyghurs in China. Moreover, China’s unabashed use of veto power against India continues at
the UN.
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In the most recent case, it blocked a joint India-U.S. proposal at the UN to enlist Sajid Mir, a top
Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) operative involved in directing the 2008 Mumbai attacks, as a ‘global
terrorist’.
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Consistent with the changing times, India’s call for reform of the UNSC has grown in the past
few years. In this regard, Mr. Jaishankar’s hosting of a ministerial meeting of the G4 (Brazil,
India, Germany and Japan) holds special significance. Another high-level meeting of the Indian
delegation with the L.69 Group, on “Reinvigorating Multilateralism and Achieving
Comprehensive Reform of the UN Security Council”, will be critical in the planning of the next
steps. The L.69 group’s vast membership spread over Asia, Africa, Latin America, Caribbean
and Small Island Developing States could bring about a wider global consensus on the issue of
the UNSC reforms.
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India’s emphasis on reinvigorated multilateralism coincides with a critical juncture in the UN-led
multilateralism. Just as burden-sharing has become integral to evolving multilateralism between
regional countries, the UN could integrate such practices within its institutional ambit. In the past
few years, the UN’s responses to both global and regional events have evinced a clear space for
leadership and representation, as much as they have depicted its institutional inability to lead
globally on its own. With starker divisions between countries as result of the Russia-Ukraine war
and lingering pandemic-induced restrictions, the need for the UN’s reform is likely to be felt more
palpably than ever before.
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Beyond the UN, the Minister’s participation in plurilateral meetings of the Quad (Australia, India,
Japan, the U.S.), IBSA (India, Brazil and South Africa), BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and
South Africa), Presidency Pro Tempore CELAC (Community of Latin American and Caribbean
States), India-CARICOM (Caribbean Community) and other trilateral formats, such as IndiaFrance-Australia, India-France-the United Arab Emirates and India-Indonesia-Australia
underlines India’s search for new frameworks of global governance, amidst growing frustration
with the extant multilateral order. As Mr. Jaishankar has rightly highlighted in his remarks at the
UN, at a challenging time for the world order, New Delhi continues to affirm its commitment to
“diplomacy and the need for international cooperation”.
Harsh V. Pant is Vice President for Studies at the Observer Research Foundation (ORF), New
Delhi and Professor at King’s College London. Vivek Mishra is a Fellow at the Observer
Research Foundation
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U.S., SOUTH KOREA BEGIN NAVAL DRILLS AFTER
NORTH’S BALLISTIC MISSILE TEST
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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U.S. aircraft carrierUSS Ronald Reaganleaving from a port in Busan, South Korea, on Monday.
The carrier and its battle group launched drills with South Korean warships off the Korean
Peninsula in their first such training in five years, a day after North Korea test-fired a short-range
ballistic missile.AP
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SAMARKAND: A MINIATURE OF AN EMERGING
WORLD
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SCO and India
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Russian President Vladimir Putin attend a meeting on the
sidelines of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) summit in Samarkand, Uzbekistan. |
Photo Credit: Reuters
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That the world is in a state of flux — with all its complexities, hopes, aspirations and fears, but
unable to embrace new realities — was in evidence in the historic city of Samarkand during the
summit (September 15-16) of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) when key world
leaders groped in the dark for an ideal world order.
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The realities they faced were mind-boggling even without their traditional rivals breathing down
their necks. Russia was clearly in the dock for its invasion of Ukraine, but the former Soviet
Republics were not in a position to call a spade a spade. China was vulnerable because of the
deal it had struck with Russia on Taiwan in return for a pledge to support Russia in its war with
Ukraine. China appears to have made up its mind that its future lies with Russia as it does not
see itself becoming a partner of the U.S. The U.S. seems to have chosen to be with democratic
countries in its eventual return to centre stage. The emergence of a Red Quad may well be a
possibility to counter democratic forces in the Indo-Pacific. The U.S.’s decision to modernise the
Pakistani air force may be to preempt Pakistan from becoming a closer ally of China.
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India had both its biggest adversaries on the table but was not on talking terms with them on
account of a conspiracy of circumstances. Ironically, India, with its special historic bonds with
Russia, was the only country to demand a cessation of hostilities and want diplomacy and
democracy. India bluntly told Russia that this was not the time for war and that the war must
stop because of the immense challenges it had posed to the world. India spoke about the oil
crisis and the looming food scarcity, the disruption of supply chains and transit trade access.
The war had to stop to avert a disaster.
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Russian President Vladimir Putin got away by saying that he understood India’s concerns over
the war in Ukraine, promising to try and end the conflict, but blaming the Ukrainian government
for prolonging the crisis. He indicated that he was in no hurry to end the war. India has the best
of relations with Russia, but the exchange pointed to the future when Russia would be an
adversary of India together with China. India appeared to be the spokesperson of the
conscience of mankind, which wanted the war to end.
India’s real business should have been with China, which had violated every bilateral agreement
and occupied territories across the Line of Actual Control. Chinese President Xi Jinping was
there dictating to the world what kind of new world order must be shaped, and India was silent.
The latest disengagement in Ladakh was supposed to have facilitated a thaw in the situation,
making it possible for Prime Minister Narendra Modi to attend the SCO, but each side was
perhaps waiting for the other to blink.
India had much to say about Pakistan too when a new Pakistani leader was there, and with no
sign of regret over the perpetration of terrorism. Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif claimed that he
had discussed Kashmir with the Chinese President and received an assurance of support,
though China made no such statement on Kashmir. The only point that Mr. Modi made was that
Pakistan should give India transit trade access by land to Afghanistan and Central Asia. China
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and Russia had good words to say about India when they welcomed India’s Chairmanship of the
SCO and extended their support, which was nothing but a formality. It is impossible to predict
the state of the SCO if the war persists and the world reaches an economic crisis.
India’s position at the summit turned out to be one of questioning Russia on the continuation of
the war, which may have positioned India on the right side of history in a world order divided
between democracies and autocracies. Clearly, India cannot be with China or Russia in the new
dispensation. India made this clear at the SCO summit.
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The Samarkand summit presented, in miniature, the world that may emerge in the future and
demonstrated to us where we should stand right now. The Quad may well be the forum that will
enable India to protect its interests in the Indo-Pacific, and the SCO may have been a dress
rehearsal for what may eventually emerge. As Chairman of SCO, India cannot transform it from
within, because a China-Russia-Iran-Pakistan axis will dominate it. India should concentrate on
cultivating bilateral relations with democratic nations to build a pole for itself in the new world
order.
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The ripples of the events in Samarkand became evident in the United Nations General
Assembly at its present session when both the U.S. and Russia declared for the first time that
they would favour an expansion of the UNSC to make it more effective. U.S. President Joe
Biden indicated his readiness to accept an expansion while Russian Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov specifically supported India being a permanent member. An effort is on to move with the
times and meet the aspirations of developing countries and thus help shape a new world order.
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HOME AND ABROAD: ON INDIA’S ROLE AS A BRIDGE
BETWEEN POLARISED NATIONS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies
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Delivering India’s statement at the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) this year, External
Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar spoke of several challenges in India’s past, present and future,
with a special emphasis on the immediate “shocks” arising from the war in Ukraine, the COVID19 pandemic, climate change, and terrorism. In stark contrast to the Pakistan Prime Minister
Shehbaz Sharif, who made pejorative remarks about India, Mr. Jaishankar made no direct
comment on Pakistan. Nor did he directly mention India’s challenges at the Line of Actual
Control, although he criticised China’s habit of politicising and blocking UN Security Council
terrorist designations. His comments on Ukraine were watched, as they came days after Prime
Minister Narendra Modi was lauded by western countries for telling Russian President Vladimir
Putin that the “era of war is over”. Mr. Jaishankar expanded on Mr. Modi’s theme without
seeming to either criticise Russia or condone its actions: instead, he said, India stands on the
side of peace, of respect for the UN charter, dialogue and diplomacy, and with all those now
grappling with the “escalating costs of food, of fuel and fertilizers”. His words were even-handed,
and require global stakeholders to consider both the risks from the conflict in Ukraine, and from
U.S.-EU led sanctions that could exacerbate global economic fragmentation and inflationary
trends. The prognosis seems even bleaker, given that just prior to the UNGA, Mr. Putin
delivered a speech committing to Russia’s ability to use “all weapons”, indicating nuclear
options, while the Ukrainian President said no dialogue could bring an end to the war, calling
instead for more weaponry and a global effort to “punish” Russia.
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Above all, Mr. Jaishankar hailed what he called the “New India” under Mr. Modi, spelling out five
pledges made at the 75th Independence day anniversary, which includes making India a
developed nation by 2047. He added that India is ready to take on enhanced responsibility at
the global body, and called for a reformed UN with an expanded Security Council, as a means at
righting the “injustice” done to the global south. The year ahead, where India will host the G-20
summit, will, no doubt, test the will and the ability of the Modi government to play the role of
global uniter, and what Mr. Jaishankar called a “bridge” between nations polarised by bitter
divides. It is a goal which will only be achievable if New Delhi is able to play a similarly uniting
role in its own neighbourhood, and bring polarising and divisive forces within India under control.
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MOODY’S SEES QUAD LIFTING INDIA’S TRADE,
INVESTMENT FLOWS
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Trade winds:Moody’s sees the Quad continuing to drive long-term supply-chain shifts toward
Southeast Asia and India.PTIcueapi
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India’s membership of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue will help it tap greater trade and
investment flows as economic ties deepen among members seeking to cut their reliance on
China, but India’s protectionist stance and ‘weak’ business climate could constrain these gains,
Moody’s Investors Service said on Tuesday.
“India is poised to become a growing destination market for goods from the other Quad
countries, including commodities, machinery and chemicals,” the rating agency said in a note on
geopolitical risks stemming from the Quad alliance. “The U.S. and Japan will continue to be
major sources of foreign direct investment (FDI) to India in services, telecommunications and
software, while Australia’s presence will grow as a result of a free-trade agreement with India,” it
added.
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Trade and investment gains would accrue to India, Moody’s observed, adding that regulatory
and infrastructure constraints, however, remained . The magnitude of the trade flow shifts would
also depend on improvements in India’s business climate and the level of investment
attractiveness, which ‘remained weak’ compared with that of other Asia Pacific and Quad
economies.
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“India also stands out as a relatively protectionist market... reflected in its high weighted average
import tariff,” Moody’s said.
Still, as economies diversify production of critical products and technologies, the Quad would
continue to drive some long-term supply-chain shifts toward Southeast Asia and India, it
forecast.
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“These shifts may include greater Australian exports of commodities including copper, energy
and agricultural goods to these economies. Financial services companies in the U.S., Japan and
Australia will benefit from the shifts, which will also support India’s industrial and capital market
development.”
India stood to benefit from Quad-related supply chain shifts by raising trade with member
economies and diversifying sources of imports, Moody’s said.
“For India, the costs of pivoting from China toward Quad members as priority markets for trade
growth will be relatively low, given that only a small share of its exports currently go to China. As
reflected in its reluctance to join the RCEP trade agreement, India is keen to reduce its
dependence on imports from China while expanding its market access to Australia, Japan and
the U.S.,” Moody’s said.
“A lack of cohesion between Quad members... exemplified by India opting out of the” IPEF trade
pillar, may also hurt its ability to find common strategic ground, the firm averred.
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ENERGISING INDIA-NEPAL TIES, THE HYDROPOWER
WAY
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‘The project can also be extended to other regional partners under the Bangladesh-BhutanIndia-Nepal (BBIN) framework’ | Photo Credit: Getty Images/iStockphoto
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On August 18, 2022, the Investment Board Nepal signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with India’s National Hydroelectric Power Corporation (NHPC) Limited to develop the
West Seti and Seti River (SR6) projects — a total of 1,200 MW.
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Interestingly, nearly four years have passed since China’s withdrawal from the project before
Nepal decided to grant the project to India. Considering that hydro-power cooperation is a pillar
in India-Nepal relations, there is a need to reflect on these questions: what does the decision
offer to India and Nepal? What are the shared concerns and common interests? What are the
options and alternatives?
Historically, the 750MW West Seti Hydroelectric Project was thought of in the early 1980s as a
37 MW run-of-the-river scheme. Nepal issued the developing licence to France’s Sogreah,
which prepared a pre-feasibility study in 1987 proposing the scheme without building a dam.
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With the project failing to see the light of the day, Australia’s Snowy Mountains Engineering
Corporation (SMEC) acquired a majority stake in the early 1990s. Between 1997-2011, attempts
to make progress were affected due to investment and environmental concerns. Consequently,
the China National Machinery and Equipment Import and Export Corporation stepped in in 2009,
with SMEC holding a majority stake. However, China National Machinery and Equipment Import
and Export Corporation withdrew citing a poor investment environment.
In 2011 Nepal revoked the licence of the West Seti Hydropower Company Limited in which
SMEC had a majority stake, and handed it over to China. In an MoU in 2012, China’s Three
Gorges International Corporation was assigned to develop the project, but it withdrew in 2018,
citing issues of resettlement and rehabilitation.
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Subsequently, Nepal tried to develop the project by mobilising internal resources. However,
increased costs resulted in further delays. Meanwhile, the project was remodelled as the West
Seti and Seti River (SR6) joint storage project (1,200 MW).
The decision to involve India is a sign that Nepal is reposing its faith in India to complete the
project. If completed, it is expected to provide India the much-needed leverage in future
hydropower cooperation.
The NHPC has initiated a preliminary engagement of the site with an investment of over 18,000
crore. It has also signed an MoU with the Power Trading Corporation Limited, India for sale of
power. India is already involved in the Mahakali Treaty (6,480 MW), the Upper Karnali Project
(900 MW) and the Arun Three projects (900 MW) in western and eastern Nepal, respectively.
This will also help India minimise the geopolitical influence of China and firm its presence in
Nepal, considering that the West Seti Hydroelectric Project was a major Chinese venture under
the Belt and Road Initiative. In a tilt towards India, Nepal’s Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba
said, “We failed to invest in this project... Since India is reluctant to purchase energy produced
by Chinese companies in Nepal, we will talk with PM Modi for the engagement of Indian
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developers.”
The project has the potential to enhance cross-border power exchanges between the two
countries.
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It is ironic that despite its huge hydropower potential, Nepal experiences power shortages during
peak time, increasing its dependence on India to bridge the shortfall. With an estimated potential
of 83,000 MW, Nepal’s electricity exports to India are expected to increase foreign exchange
and address the power shortage. It is estimated that if the hydropower potential is fully
harnessed, Nepal can generate revenue to the tune of 310 billion in 2030 and 1,069 billion per
year in 2045 by exporting electricity to India.
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Similarly, India’s severe deficit in coal-based thermal power plants in recent years, which meet
70% of India’s electricity demand, has compelled the Government to arrange supplies through
coal imports, accelerating the search for better alternatives. Given the growing energy demand,
the West Seti Hydroelectric Project can provide an added alternative and viable way to address
power deficits.
For the project to be successfully completed, options and alternatives need to be explored. First,
the revised cost around the construction process has increased to $2.04 billion. Since
investment-related constraints have delayed the project, there needs to be a careful study of
investment scenarios, particularly a conducive investment environment, distribution and
transmission network and cost of resettlement and rehabilitation, at the preliminary stage.
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Second, Nepal is concerned that the electricity rates and supply from India is inadequate to
meet the rising demands. To address these concerns, the new MoU has already revised the
percentage share of energy that Nepal will receive free of cost from the generation projects to
21.9% from 10% (Section 6.1) and provides for discussion ‘in good faith for further modalities,
including Section 6.1’ to make it commercially viable (Section 6.2). Further, to address domestic
demand, the MoU allows Nepal to request the NHPC to sell the power generated from the
projects to the domestic market before selling whole or part to the export market (Section 8.2).
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Third, the project can also be extended to other regional partners under the Bangladesh-BhutanIndia-Nepal (BBIN) framework for cross-border energy cooperation. For example, if the
combined estimated hydropower potential in Nepal and Bhutan, along with the potential of
Northeast India, is effectively harnessed, a cross-border energy market can be created and
optimally operationalised. It will be a win-win at the bilateral and regional levels.
Mukesh Kumar Srivastava is Senior Consultant, Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR),
Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India. The views expressed are personal
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UKRAINE REFERENDUM RESULTS POINT TO RUSSIA
ANNEXATION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies

Collateral damage:Ukrainian rescue workers carrying a bag with a woman’s body after a
Russian attack on a school on Wednesday.APLeo Correa
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Russian-installed officials in four breakaway regions of Ukraine reported huge majorities of votes
in favour of joining Russia as the U.S. planned a UN resolution condemning the referendums as
“shams” and Russia remained defiant.
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The U.S. was also preparing a new round of sanctions against Russia should it annex Ukrainian
territory and a $1.1 billion arms package for Ukraine that will be announced soon, U.S. officials
said on Tuesday.
Secretary of State Antony Blinken said the U.S. and its allies remained committed to European
energy security, after Germany, Sweden and Denmark said attacks caused major leaks from
two Russian energy pipelines. It remained far from clear who might be behind the leaks.
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Hastily arranged votes took place over five days in the eastern regions of Donetsk and Luhansk,
and in Zaporizhzhya and Kherson to the south, that together make up about 15% of Ukrainian
territory.
Vote tallies from complete results on Tuesday in the four provinces ranged from 87% to 99.2%
in favour of joining Russia, according to Russia-appointed officials.
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The head of the upper house of the Russian Parliament said the chamber might consider
annexation on October 4. “The results are clear. Welcome home, to Russia!,” Dmitry Medvedev,
a former President who serves as deputy chairman of Russia's Security Council and an ally of
President Vladimir Putin, said.
Within the breakaway territories, Russian-installed officials took ballot boxes from house to
house in what Ukraine and the West said was an illegitimate, coercive exercise to create a legal
pretext for Russia to annex the four regions.
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UN resolution

“This farce in the occupied territories cannot even be called an imitation of a referendum,”
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky said in video address late on Tuesday.
The U.S. will introduce a resolution at the UN Security Council calling on member states not to
recognise any change to Ukraine and obligating Russia to withdraw its troops, U.S. envoy Linda
Thomas-Greenfield said.
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‘WE COULD NOT AGREE MORE’: BLINKEN ON PM
MODI’S MESSAGE TO PUTIN
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SCO and India
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The U.S. was quick to back India’s recent and more explicit expression of disdain for Russian
President Vladimir Putin’s attack on Ukraine, and Secretary of State Antony Blinken was the
latest U.S. official to echo PM Modi’s message to Mr. Putin that now was not the time for war.
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“We could not agree more,” Mr. Blinken said, during a joint press event with External Affairs
Minister S. Jaishankar, held at the State Department on Tuesday. The Secretary was referring to
Mr. Modi telling Mr. Putin in Samarkand, Uzbekistan, on September 16, that this was not the era
for war.
“One person has the ability to stop this aggression tomorrow,” Mr. Blinken said. “And that’s
Vladimir Putin.”
The Secretary went on to repeat his message from his address to the UN Security Council last
week. “And as I said last week, if Russia stops fighting, the war ends, if Ukraine stops fighting
Ukraine ends.”
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“I think it’s very important though that voices as consequential as India’s make themselves
heard,” Mr. Blinken said, adding that it was for this reason that he thought Mr. Modi’s comments
were “so significant” as was Mr. Jaishankar’s “strong, clear” support for the U.N. Charter
articulated during his UNGA speech last week.
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Mr. Jaishankar indicated during the press conference on Tuesday that there were several ways
in which India was involved in trying to help the conflict situation. The Minister said he was in
touch with his G20 and Security Council counterparts. He indicated India had been approached
to “weigh in with Russia” at a “particularly delicate moment” about the Black Sea grain initiative
(a UN-facilitated programme in July to get Ukrainian food grains out to the world).
“I had a meeting with the Prime Minister of Ukraine. He did mention some very specific concerns
which he thought merited our attention, where he thought we could be of some use,” Mr.
Jaishankar said, referring to his meeting on September 21 with Denys Shmyhal.
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Mr. Jaishankar also said he had been discussing another set of issues with UN Secretary
General Antonio Guterres, and indicated that India was involved, even if not with the overarching
prospect of peace, about ameliorating or solving particular issues that had emerged from the
conflict. Mr. Jaishankar said he did not want to go into specifics.
One person can stop this aggression tomorrow. And that’s Vladimir Putin, says Antony Blinken
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